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WELCOME

The Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution is pleased to bring you Volume 5, Issue I of the Mayhew-Hite Report on
Dispute Resolution and the Courts.

LEAD ARTICLE

In Judicial Ethics and Judicial Settlement Practices: Time for Two Strangers to Meet, 21 Ohio St. J. On Disp. Resol., 569
(2006), the Honorable John C. Cratsley proposed that the American Bar Association promulgate an ethical rule that would
prohibit any judge directly involved with mediation or settlement efforts from presiding over that case at trial if settlement
attempts ultimately proved to be unsuccessful. Responding to Justice Cratsley's article, the Honorable Dan Aaron Polster
(U.S. District Court, Northern District of Ohio) argues in The Trial Judge as Mediator that a judge who takes an active role in
mediation or settlement activities should not be barred from trying the case, assuming it would be a jury trial. Polster,
drawing on his extensive involvement in mediating civil cases as a federal judge, asserts that a trial judge can be an
exceedingly effective mediator, if he adheres to a number of ground rules, many of which were articulated by Justice
Cratsley. Increased mediation efforts by the trial judge, Polster argues, conserves judicial and private resources. It will likely
produce more, and earlier, pre-trial settlements, or will enable a judge familiar with a case to streamline issues for a jury.
The full-text of this article can be accessed here.

ARTICLE SUMMARY

In ADR Through a Cultural Lens, 2 J. Disp. Resol. 289 (2005), Julia Ann Gold, Director of the Mediation Clinic at the
University of Washington School of law, addresses the nexus between culture and a society's approach to conflict
resolution. The author identifies five cultural value patterns and two communication styles that are particularly important in
the context of dispute resolution and provides examples of national groups that exhibit each value pattern and
communication style. Recognizing that the dispute resolution methods most commonly used in the United States reflect
dominant American cultural values, Gold provides advice to practitioners on how to tailor an ADR process to complement
the cultural values of the parties to the dispute. A detailed summary of this law review article can be accessed here.

CASE SUMMARY

This year, the Court of Appeals of Texas (Beaumont), decided a case, In re Heritage Bldg. Sys., Inc., 185 S.W.3d 539 (Tex.
Ct. App. 2006), where it resolved the issue of whether a court could require parties to go to mediation before ruling on a
party's motion to compel arbitration pursuant the contract governing the relationship between the parties. The court's
analysis indicates that under the Federal Arbitration Act, a court can only examine threshold issues before ruling on a
motion to compel arbitration. A detailed summary of this case can be accessed here.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

In The Uniform Mediation Act: An Analysis of Current State Acts, Gary Provencher provides a comprehensive overview of
the versions of the Uniform Mediation Act that, at the time of writing, have been adopted by eight states and the District of
Columbia. Provencher begins the paper by discussing the various privilege exceptions in the UMA as they form the basis
for most the departures from the UMA by individual states. In turn, the author discusses the adjustments each state has
made to the UMA, recent state adoptions, and offers his prediction for the future of the Uniform Mediation Act. Appended to
the paper are a series of tables that provide a comparison of each state's UMA with the original version. Gary Provencher is
a 2007 J.D. Candidate at the Ohio State University Moritz College of Law and has participated in the College's Mediation
Practicum, serving as a volunteer mediator for the Franklin County (Ohio) Municipal Court. Currently, Provencher is still
volunteering as a mediator with the Franklin County Court and is a law clerk at the firm of Cloppert, Latanick, Sauter &
Washburn. The full-text of this paper can be accessed here.

SAVE THE DATE

The Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution Presents:

Alternative Dispute Resolution Strategies in End of Life Decisions
January 18, 2007 
Saxbe Auditorium, The Ohio State University Moritz College of Law

The Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution's annual symposium will look at both moral and legal struggles surrounding
end of life decisions. A distinguished panel of experts will explore the challenges of using dispute resolution technologies to
resolve health care conflicts that affect families, as well as legal and medical professionals, in crisis. For more information
click here, or you may contact Symposium Editors Joy Garnett (Garnett.10@osu.edu) or Rebecca Gonzalez
(Gonzales.90@osu.edu).
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The Trial Judge as Mediator: A Rejoinder to Judge Cratsley

by Honorable Dan Aaron Polster *

In a recent issue of the Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution, Justice John C. Cratsley of the Massachusetts Superior
Court argues forcefully for the promulgation by the American Bar Association of an ethical rule that would bar any judge
who undertakes settlement or mediation activity in a case from ultimately trying that case should settlement not be
reached.[1] While I have the utmost respect for Justice Cratsley — he is a distinguished jurist, and he had already
established a sterling reputation when he taught me at Harvard Law School 30 years ago — I disagree with his conclusion,
as applied to cases that would be tried to a jury.[2] I fear that if this rule were adopted, trial judges would be much less likely
than they are today to assist the parties in resolving their cases.

The experience I have gained mediating several hundred of my civil cases during eight years on the federal bench has
convinced me that a trial judge may be the best mediator of her cases, particularly when the judge follows Justice Cratsley's
other recommendations, which he also proposes be the subject of ABA rule making: obtaining the express consent of the
parties prior to the mediation; disclosing to the attorneys and parties the judge's settlement technique, and receiving
mediation training.[3] My central premise is that a judge who has the time, temperament, training, and interest can be an
extraordinarily effective mediator, and still preside over a jury trial of the matter if the mediation proves unsuccessful.[4]
There are clear dangers and risks in this process, but these dangers and risks can be managed and controlled. Mediation
by the trial judge is a very powerful tool, and if used skillfully and correctly, can produce results that have great benefit to
counsel, the parties, and our system of justice.

The initial impetus for me to play an active role in settlement came from my wife, Deborah Coleman, an experienced
commercial litigator. Over the years before I became a judge, she would frequently comment to me that if the trial judge had
just spent one or two hours with the attorneys and/or parties, a given case would have settled. I know what attorneys in
private practice bill, I knew how many hours my wife was working, and I could safely assume that there was an equally
conscientious team of attorneys on the other side. Hundreds of thousands of dollars were being spent over months and
years, for want of a couple of hours of judicial input. When I became a judge, I resolved to see if I could do something about
this expenditure of time and resources.

I recall coming home one evening in my first months as a judge, bursting with pride at having facilitated a settlement. My
wife calmly replied, "the case would have settled anyway." Not to be outdone, I responded, "but I settled it sooner." And
therein lies the essence of what a skilled trial judge can do: help the parties reach a fair resolution of their dispute at a
fraction of the time, monetary cost, and emotional toll that the full-blown litigation process will take. I do not think there is
any better use of a judge's time than to help the parties resolve their controversy. After all, what should be the role of a
judge in our system, if not to oversee a process, created by the Constitution, statutes, and common law, that enables
citizens to resolve their disputes in a fair, honest, and transparent manner? Ideally, this should be accomplished
expeditiously, while keeping transaction costs — time, financial, and emotional — as low as possible.

I have yet to meet a party who truly wanted the multi-year process of discovery, trial, and appeal. Sometimes I bring the
parties back into my chambers, point to the rows of Federal 3rd Reporters lining my walls, and suggest to them they don't
want to end up in one of those books. Invariably I learn that what they desire is a fair and expeditious resolution which will
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enable them to move forward with their lives and/or businesses. Litigation is a full-contact sport, and it is the parties, not the
attorneys, that get battered and bruised. Unlike what people may expect from watching television, a trial does not end the
matter, but is simple a prelude to a protracted appeal, and possibly a retrial. My sense is that the demand, from attorneys
and the parties for judicial assistance in resolving cases, is growing each year.

A judge who is able to facilitate prompt settlement of civil cases is better able to grant a firm and prompt trial date for those
cases that must be tried. I have learned that what bogs down the process in federal court is summary judgment motions.
While I have never kept detailed statistics, I believe that there will a be a summary judgment motion filed after the close of
discovery in at least 75% of federal cases. Once the summary judgment motion has been filed, it is much harder to settle
the case. One party, generally the defendant, has paid its attorney a considerable sum to file the motion, and will often insist
upon the judge making a ruling before engaging in settlement discussions. The process of analyzing a summary judgment
motion is very time-consuming for the judge and his law clerks, as is the process of writing an opinion that will survive
appellate scrutiny. If the case is mediated earlier in the process, resources that would otherwise be spent on summary
judgment can be used for settlement, and limited judicial resources are preserved.

What can the trial judge do that no private mediator can do? Only the trial judge can provide the party with a true "day in
court" that is far more participatory and satisfying than a trial ever could be. The actors in a trial are the attorneys. The
parties themselves are spectators, except for the brief time on the witness stand. And even then, they are not permitted to
tell their story or express their deepest emotions. They must answer the questions that are posed, no more and no less.
They never get to ask questions. The key to any mediation I conduct is the interchange I have with each party, be it an
individual or a corporate representative. When I am at my best, I do much more listening than talking. Invariably, I am
asked: "Judge, may I say something?" I reply, "By all means, since that is why I insisted you be present." People cry, they
express anger and the full range of human emotions. The parties are incredibly appreciative that a busy judge is doing
nothing but spending time on their case. I constantly need to remind myself that while I may have seen scores of cases very
similar to this one, to these parties, this is the most important case in the country.

I would never have intuited how effective a judge can be in getting parties to focus on resolving a dispute, rather than on
winning a fight. The process can be transformative. People who were unwilling to consider settlement, or who were taking
most extreme positions, become willing to consider, and sometimes propose themselves, reasonable alternatives. Clients
who had been unwilling to listen to the sound advice of their attorney become willing to accept the same information from
me. Maybe it shouldn't happen, but it does, time and time again. When I explain to individuals the psychological toll
prolonged litigation is likely to have upon them, and how they will constantly be pulled backward in time to a very unpleasant
incident, they tend to listen. In fact, the investment of time and emotional energy in the mediation is a learning experience
for many people, and it gives them a taste of the pressures of the litigating process.

There are some firm rules I believe should apply to a trial judge who wishes to undertake settlement or mediation, and
Justice Cratsley has articulated a number of them. Perhaps the most important is that the judge should only get involved in
settlement or mediation after ascertaining that both parties want her to do so. When I broach the subject of mediation,
usually at the first case management conference (at which I require the parties' attendance, along with counsel), I explain
that there are three ways for the parties to mediate their case. The first is to hire a private mediator, the second is to use our
court ADR program,[5] and the third is to use me as the mediator. (The attorneys are aware of the assigned Magistrate
Judge on the case, and they sometimes inquire whether he could mediate the case.) I tell them that there are advantages
and disadvantages to each method, and the only thing that matters is that the parties come to an agreement. I will only
undertake mediation if both parties clearly wish me to do so, and I never press anyone to give an explanation for their
choice. Under no circumstances should any attorney or party feel pressured into having the trial judge serve as mediator.

After eight years, most attorneys are familiar with my methods, but if they are not, I explain that we start together in one
room. I will generally have asked the parties to submit short position papers in advance, and occasionally transcripts of key
depositions.[6] I may have some factual questions at the outset. Sometimes, I have the attorneys make brief opening
statements. We then break into caucuses, and I go back and forth between rooms, relaying offers and demands, trying to
move the parties closer. I will keep going as long as I feel it is productive. Sometimes, more than one session is required.

Second, I emphasize at the outset, and repeat throughout the mediation, that neither side should feel any pressure from me
to settle the case. My objective in conducting the mediation is to see if the parties can reach a resolution. If they cannot, the
time has not been wasted, since then the parties know that they need a trial to resolve their dispute, and I can set a firm
date for it. It is important not to let one's own ego as a mediator, coupled with the power that comes with the robe, push the
judge over the line. Strong, evaluative mediation is often necessary to resolve difficult cases, but judicial intimidation is
counterproductive, and breeds disrespect for the system and the rule of law. A settlement mediated by a judge needs to be
as voluntary as one resolved by a private mediator. Not only must the judge be fair and impartial throughout the mediation,
but the judge must emphasize to the attorneys and parties that the only effect on the judge of the parties' not settling the
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case is the necessity to preside at trial and decide related motions. I always allow plenty of time for each party to confer
privately with counsel before responding to the other party's offer or demand. Not only does this permit the attorney to
perform her role, but it minimizes the likelihood that a party is responding to perceived pressure from the judge, rather than
to the merits of the other side's position.

Third, I try not to predict what the outcome of a trial will be, or how a jury will resolve disputed issues. I emphasize that I
have not seen or heard the witnesses, and that I am not making any assessment of witness credibility. I generally suggest
that the parties view the trial as a 50/50 proposition. I do try to inject a healthy dose of reality into the mediation, however,
since my experience is that parties are good at seeing the strengths of their position, but have blind spots for the
weaknesses. I share information from the other side (if they have given me approval to do so), and I also offer my own
insight gained from other cases as to how a jury might look at the facts, or what factors a jury might consider in determining
damages.

Fourth, I never tell the attorneys or parties how I am going to rule on a threshold legal issue, such as summary judgment,
qualified immunity, etc. I will certainly try to explain to the attorneys and parties that the issue may not be as one-sided (in
their favor) as they have viewed it, or that there are particular appellate rulings that I am bound to follow with which they will
have to contend. I explain to the plaintiff in a civil rights case that qualified immunity is one of those rare issues that can
generate an interlocutory appeal, so that even if I were to rule in plaintiff's favor on that issue, the case is likely to sit for 18
to 24 months while the Court of Appeals takes up this issue.

During the caucus, I will often ask the attorney for each side how he has assessed the probable damage range, if the
plaintiff prevails. More often than not, my assessment is close to that of the attorney, and I let the party know that. If I think a
jury is likely to see things much differently, I may share that assessment. I try to reinforce what the attorney has told the
client, if I feel the attorney is prepared and has looked realistically at the case. I emphasize to the party that if what the
attorney says differs radically from what I have said, the party should follow her attorney's assessment, not mine.

I generally spend a great deal of time talking to the parties about the emotional toll that protracted litigation will take, as I
have found that most people underestimate this factor. In fact, one of the important aspects of mediation is to educate the
parties about this process. I have seen individuals start to fall apart during the mediation process, and I remind them that
depositions, discovery, and trial make mediation look like a picnic.

While Justice Cratsley does not question the value of a judicial officer conducting mediations, he argues that the danger that
the judge will consciously or subconsciously use something from the mediation in making trial rulings justifies the strict ban
he proposes. I don't think the strict rule he proposes is necessary. From my experience, the legal community is very
effective in disseminating information, particularly about the strengths and weaknesses of particular judges. If a judge, even
once, allows his trial rulings and/or demeanor to be affected by what happened in mediation or even create the impression
that this has occurred, none of the attorneys in that district will ask that judge to mediate any other cases. In fact, I don't
believe lawyers will ask a trial judge to mediate their cases unless the judge is (1) well-qualified by experience and/or
training; (2) effective; (3) courteous to the parties; (4) mindful of the fine line between firmness and coercion; and (5) able to
try the case fairly if the case does not settle. So long as the process is truly voluntary, the rule proposed by Justice Cratsley
should not be necessary.

Justice Cratsley correctly points out that his rule permits judicial mediation, with the consent of the parties, so long as there
is another judge available to try to the case if mediation proves unsuccessful. While some judges have established such a
relationship, formally or informally, there are practical problems with this requirement. First, it is not feasible in a location
where there is only one judge. There are many counties with only one trial judge, and many federal judicial districts have
single judges in a number of cities. Second, it is axiomatic that one of the best ways to promote settlement is to have firm
trial dates. If the rule proposed by Justice Cratsley were enacted, a judge would have to line up another judge in advance of
the mediation, and have that judge to set a firm trial date for the case. This practice would make it very difficult for any judge
to control his docket.

There are other substantial reasons why having another judge try the case is less effective and efficient. Next to being a
good listener, the most important things for the mediator to demonstrate are preparation and perseverance. The more
complex the case, the more preparation is necessary. A judge who is not prepared will not have much credibility with the
attorneys or parties, and preparation takes time. In a complex case, I will review all the significant pleadings, key
depositions and documents, and the mediation submissions of the parties. If it is not an area of law with which I am familiar,
I will need to read the key cases. I will also make sure I have a good understanding of the damage calculations. I will try to
come up with a reasonable settlement range, based upon the facts of this case and experience gleaned from similar cases,
and I will generate strategies to get each side to moderate its position. Of course, I will already have developed a good
understanding of the case from the case management conference, and possibly several telephone conferences. If the case
were on another judge's docket, I will not have had any prior experience with it, nor am I likely to be able to commit as much
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time to preparation. In short, I am not likely to be as effective a mediator as I would be for my own cases. By the same
token, the knowledge and understanding of the case that the judge gets during the mediation should make her better
prepared to try the case, if settlement is not reached. The judge will know the attorneys and parties, get a good sense how
long the trial will take, possibly have figured how the case could be streamlined for trial, etc. This knowledge would be
wasted if another judge must try the case.

There is another significant practical problem with the rule Justice Cratsley proposes. I settle many cases at the case
management conference, which is held shortly after the defendant files the answer to the complaint. I always require the
parties to attend, both because the parties can answer my factual questions, and because the parties must be present to
resolve the case. One of my biggest surprises upon becoming a judge was to learn that even in federal court, the
transaction costs in many cases exceed what is in dispute. I believe that in most cases, the parties know when the case is
filed 75 – 80% of what they will ever learn, and that in many cases they know enough to settle the case. When I question
the parties, with everyone present, we can sometimes get to the essence of the dispute, and save everyone months of
discovery. There are also some cases, particularly Title VII discrimination cases where the plaintiff is still employed by the
defendant, that cry out for an immediate resolution. A knock-down, drag-out federal lawsuit in the context of an existing
employment relationship becomes a nightmare for everyone. As soon as the employer tries to enforce any rule affecting the
plaintiff, or takes even the mildest disciplinary measure, the plaintiff amends his complaint to add a count of retaliation.[7]
And if the employer, fearful of exacerbating the lawsuit, forbears from any action, the other employees complain that the
general rules don't apply to the plaintiff just because the plaintiff has alleged discrimination. I tell the parties at the outset
that they need one of two things — either a revised employment relationship or an amicable parting of the ways — and that
I will assist them to achieve whichever objective they jointly decide to pursue. If I would be precluded from trying the case if
settlement efforts were to prove unsuccessful, I would most likely not be able to take advantage of this early opportunity to
resolve the case. The attorneys and parties are present, often having traveled from out-of-town. The resources spent on
discovery and reassembling everyone can be spent on settlement, if the judge engages the parties at that time. If I had to
tell the parties that I wouldn't be able to try the case, I would be reluctant to even broach the subject of settlement.

And just as I am able to settle many cases at the case management conference, there are some at the opposite end of the
spectrum – one or more mediation sessions held well into the discovery period, followed by several rounds of telephone
conferences with the attorneys, spanning weeks and sometimes months. Some settlements can only be achieved with the
passage of time, and a good mediator understands this. Sometimes additional discovery is needed, sometimes additional
facts need to be researched, and sometimes parties just need time to adjust to the concept of settling. The problem with the
rule Justice Cratsley proposes is that in complex cases, one of two unsatisfactory situations may come to pass. Either the
case might be in limbo for a substantial period, while the judge was trying to settle it, with everyone knowing that if the
efforts proved unsuccessful another judge would have to try it, or the judge will give up trying to mediate the case if it does
not settle at the initial settlement conference.

Lastly, my sense is that the attorneys and parties are likely to be more candid with the judge who will be trying their case
than with another judge who is serving only as a mediator. Individual plaintiffs in particular are likely to give more weight to
the words of the person who will actually be the trial judge than to those of another judge, so long as the trial judge treats
the plaintiff with respect and takes the time to respond both to the party's statements and to the emotions behind the words.
If the mediating judge is effective, she will earn the respect of the parties during the mediation. The parties are more likely to
feel as if they had their day in court if the mediation is with the judge who would actually be trying the case.

Again, not every trial judge has the time, ability, or inclination to engage in mediation. No judge should ever feel compelled
to be a mediator, just as no attorney or party should ever feel compelled to submit to judicial mediation. But my experience
over the past eight years has taught me that a skilled and trained trial judge has the potential to be the most effective
mediator for his civil cases, and then can try those few cases when mediation does not produce a settlement. The rule that
Justice Cratsley proposes would, in my view, substantially reduce the amount of judicial mediation. If one accepts my
premise that the role of a trial judge is to resolve problems and disputes in a fair and efficient manner, this would be a big
loss for our judicial system.

* United States District Judge, Northern District of Ohio (1998 – present); Assistant United States Attorney, Northern District
of Ohio (1982 – 1998); trial attorney, U.S. Department of Justice, Antitrust Division (1976 – 1982); J.D. Harvard (1976); A.B.
Harvard (1972). The author wishes to thank U.S. Magistrate Judge Wayne Brazil (N.D. Cal.) for his detailed and thoughtful
comments on an earlier draft of this article.

[1] See Honorable John C. Cratsley, Judicial Ethics and Judicial Settlement Practices: Time for Two Strangers to Meet, 21
Ohio St. J. on Disp. Resol. 569 (2006).

[2] I have no quarrel with the proposition that a judge who undertakes mediation should not preside over a bench trial of that
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matter should mediation prove unsuccessful, and I believe that virtually all trial judges who engage in mediation adhere to
this practice. While Justice Cratsley does not perceive any significant difference between a jury trial and a bench trial with
respect to the rule he proposes, Id. at 588 – 89, I do. In a jury trial, my role is to manage the trial process, to make sure the
trial proceeds expeditiously, and to do everything possible to make the case intelligible for the jury, including crafting jury
instructions in plain English. The jury decides the merits of the case. In a bench trial, I am the trier of fact, and I must decide
which witnesses are credible and which are not. The key witnesses may be the same individuals who participated in the
mediation. If statements they made to me regarding the facts of the case conflict with their trial testimony, I would be placed
in the untenable position of either ignoring what I knew, or making findings based upon facts outside of the record.

[3] I have attended in recent years two seminars conducted by the Federal Judicial Center on mediation for judges.

[4] The question of time is a significant one. Many of my colleagues on the federal bench do not have the time to engage in
mediation. In some districts, the criminal docket — primarily drug and immigration cases — is overwhelming, and in other
districts, the civil caseload is particularly high.

[5] Over ten years ago, ours was one of the first federal courts to create an ADR program. We now have approximately 250
attorneys who volunteer their time. The lawyer's preparation time, and the first four and one half hours of the attorney's time
in the mediation is without compensation. If the parties want the mediator to spend more time, there is a charge of $150 per
hour, to be shared equally by the parties.

[6] Well in advance of the mediation, I issue a standard order which details what is expected of attorneys and the parties.

[7] The Supreme Court's recent ruling in Burlington Northern & Santa Fe Ry. Co. v. White, 126 S. Ct. 2405 (2006) expanded
the range of conduct that can form the basis for a claim of retaliation in a Title VII case.
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ADR Through A Cultural Lens: How Cultural Values Shape Our Disputing
Processes[1]

In ADR Through A Cultural Lens, Julia Ann Gold, Director of the Mediation Clinic at the University of Washington School of
Law, analyzes the ways in which cultural value patterns and communication styles influence a society's approach to conflict
and its resolution. In turn, Gold argues that each of the most popular dispute resolution mechanisms utilized in the United
States reflect dominant American cultural values and she offers advice to practitioners on how to adapt a dispute resolution
process to complement the cultural values of the parties involved.

At the beginning of the article, the author provides a definitional framework clarifying the intended meanings of terms
ubiquitous in academic and popular discourse. For the purposes of her analysis, Gold describes culture as "the
psychological features that define groups of people," [2] and explains that there are values embodied by each culture that
exert enormous influence on how an individual will behave in a particular situation. The importance of values in the context
of dispute resolution cannot be overstated as they "'teach us what is useful, good, right, wrong, what to strive for, how to live
our life, and even what to die for.': [3] While an individual may operate on numerous cultural levels in various aspects of her
life, Gold asserts that within each national group a majority of people adhere to similar values and this leads to the creation
of a dominant culture. Comparing the values exhibited by individuals and national groups, researchers have formulated
cultural value patterns in order to explain observed similarities and differences. Gold identifies five cultural value patterns,
as well as two communication styles, that are of particular importance in dispute resolution.

The first cultural value pattern the author discusses is individualism-collectivism, a description of "the relationship between
the individual and society." [4] A collectivist society believes that the needs of the individual are subordinate to those of the
larger group whereas in an individualist society, the identity of the individual dominates that of the group. The individualism-
collectivism dynamic is reflected in the next value pattern, universalism-particularism. This dichotomy captures "how one
balances obligations to one's ingroup with obligations to society at large." [5] An individualist society typically adopts a
universalist approach to the application of rules meaning that everyone in society, regardless of their status, should be
treated the same. Conversely, in a particularlist society, personal feelings dictate how rules are applied to an individual and
those in the ingroup, like family members, are treated deferentially. Just as a society will differentiate between ingroups and
outgroups, Gold explains in the section on power distance that there is a variance in how societies view those with power. In
a society with a high power distance, individuals readily accept that power and its proxies are not evenly distributed. Like
power distance, the fourth cultural value pattern, uncertainty avoidance, is measured on a high-low scale. In a society with
low uncertainty avoidance, "conflict is viewed as potentially positive" while "[i]nitiative and flexibility are valued and structure
is avoided." [6] On the other hand, individuals in a high uncertainty avoidance culture favor structure and predictability and
conflict is frowned upon. Locus of control, the last cultural value pattern, is measured from internal to external. Those with
an internal locus of control believe that their actions shape their future and that their circumstances can be changed through
application of their own talents, whereas those with an external locus of control view their fate as at least partially
predetermined.

In terms of communication styles that impact dispute resolution, Gold emphasizes low-high context communication and
monochronic-polychronic orientation. The context of communication indicates "how much of the meaning of communication
comes from the surrounding context, as opposed to actual words exchanged." [7] In a low context culture, what an
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individual says is the exclusive determination of the meaning of a communication, and in a high context culture (like many
collectivist societies), a great deal of a communication's meaning is inferred from circumstances and gestures. Just as
collectivist cultures tend to utilize high context communication, individuals in those societies usually have a polychronic
perception of time, meaning that time is not rationed and can be expanded when needed. In contrast, individualist societies
like the United States are monochronic and the popular view is that time is finite and must be used as productively as
possible.

Gold argues that the dominant American culture is extremely individualist and also universalist, while exhibiting fairly low
uncertainty avoidance, an internal locus of control, and a medium to low range power distance. American communication is
primarily low context while the sense of time is monochronic.

Having laid the conceptual groundwork, in Section II of the article Gold discusses the cultural values that are reflected in
litigation, arbitration, and mediation (community and court-annexed). According to the author, litigation exemplifies "the
formal American system of justice." [8] Litigation, while not always the most rewarding option, remains the most common
method for resolving disputes in the United States and Gold believes that this is because it "reflects certain key values
consistent with dominant American culture." [9] Litigation represents American values of individualism and universalism,
while also being conducted through low context communications reflecting a monochromatic sense of time. When
individuals turn away from litigation to solve their disputes, Gold argues that this is due to the desire to achieve more voice
and control in the resolution of their problem. Two methods of Alternative Dispute Resolution — arbitration and mediation —
allow for more voice and control, and embody the cultural values of low power distance, internal locus of control, and low
uncertainty avoidance more than litigation.

Comparing arbitration to litigation, Gold suggests that the two processes differ in that arbitration is more collectivist in nature
as it can recognize a need to protect future relationships and that it also is more particularist as rules are typically
determined by reference to a contract. Increasing use of arbitration has made it more formal and procedurally reminiscent of
litigation, and Gold argues that this can be explained by the influence of two fundamental American cultural values:
individualism and universalism. Also, as arbitration grows increasingly similar to litigation, attorneys come to control the
process, resulting in the locus of control becoming more external.

Moving to mediation, the author differentiates between the community and court annexed mechanisms. In community
mediation, the parties retain control over how their dispute will be resolved and broad approaches to problem solving are
encouraged, permitting the parties to discuss issues that would not be heard in a court setting. Gold argues that community
mediation will continue to be a real alternative to litigation and believes that it "appeals to the segment of American culture
with more collectivist, particularist values, and to those for whom an internal locus of control trumps individualism." [10] In
addition, community mediation is consistent with a low power distance and low uncertainty avoidance. Individuals control
their destinies and there is no system susceptible to predictions. On the other hand, court-annexed mediation shares more
similarities with litigation than does its community incarnation. The involved parties are typically represented by lawyers and
the mediator often assumes a role that is more assertive and influential than would be seen in other forms of mediation.
Most significantly, court-annexed mediation takes place "in the shadow of the law[,]" [11] meaning that legal rules and
standards loom large in the background of the process. Consequently, court-annexed mediation is more individualistic and
universalist than community mediation. Furthermore, court-annexed mediation involves a higher power distance and greater
uncertainty avoidance than community mediation, while the locus of control is more external when the mediator takes an
evaluative approach.

In her conclusion, Gold emphasizes that those responsible for designing and implementing dispute resolution mechanisms
should be mindful that the predominant mechanisms in the U.S. have been developed within a framework reflective of
American cultural values. Using two hypothetical community mediations, the first involving American and Nepalese parties
and the second involving only Nepalese parties, the author provides guidance to practitioners on how to tailor a dispute
resolution process to correspond with the cultural goals and values of the participants. Understanding the cultural values of
parties to a dispute and adjusting the dispute resolution mechanism accordingly will undoubtedly increase the likelihood that
the parties will embrace the process and arrive at a favorable resolution of their dispute. Given the increasing diversity of
the U.S. population and the potential for disputes caused by global economic and technological interconnectedness, legal
practitioners would be well-advised to consult the full text of ADR Through A Cultural Lens.

[1] The full citation for this article is: Julia Ann Gold, ADR Through A Cultural Lens: How Cultural Values Shape Our
Disputing Processes, 2 J. Disp. Resol. 289 (2005).

[2] Id. at 292.

[3] Id. at 294 (citing Larry A. Samovar & Richard E. Porter, Communication Between Cultures 57 (5th ed. 2004)).
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[4] Id. at 296.

[5] Id. at 297.

[6] Id. at 300.

[7] Id. at 298.

[8] Id. at 303.

[9] Id. at 304.

[10] Id. at 313.

[11] Id. at 315.
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Case Summary: In re Heritage Bldg. Sys., Inc., 185 S.W.3d 539 (Tex. Ct. App.
2006)

Issue: At issue in this case was whether a court could order parties to submit their dispute to mediation before ruling on a
party's motion to compel arbitration as mandated by the contract governing the relationship between the parties.

Rule: Under the Federal Arbitration Act, a court cannot order parties to submit their dispute to mediation before ruling on a
motion to compel arbitration.

Facts: Plaintiff in this case, John Bohler, entered into a contract with Heritage Building Systems (Heritage) to purchase
materials to be used in the construction of a prefabricated building. After receiving the materials, Bohler brought suit against
Heritage claiming that it had provided him with components that did not meet the specifications of his order and were unfit
for his building. In response to the suit, Heritage filed a plea in abatement asserting that the contract governing the sale
contained language requiring that any resulting dispute be resolved in arbitration. Indeed, the contract provided that "Buyer
and Seller agree that in the event of any disputes from this transaction whether in contract or tort, Buyer and Seller shall
submit all maters to final and binding arbitration." [1] Just over a month after Heritage filed its plea in abatement, Bohler filed
a motion requesting that the trial court refer the dispute to mediation. In response, Heritage filed a Motion to Enforce
Agreement to Arbitrate.

The trial court granted Bohler's motion to refer the case to mediation and indicated that Heritage's motions concerning
arbitration were to be taken under advisement until the conclusion of mediation. When issuing its mediation order, the trial
court advised that either party could, within ten days, file a written objection to the referral of the case to mediation. Heritage
filed a petition for writ of mandamus with the Court of Appeals of Texas (Beaumont).

Discussion: The Court of Appeals conditionally granted a writ of mandamus and ordered the trial court to vacate its
mediation order and either summarily rule on the motion to compel arbitration or conduct an evidentiary hearing to resolve
facts in dispute. Initially, the court had to determine whether the contract between Bohler and Heritage contained a valid
arbitration provision, and in turn, whether the provision was governed by the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA).[2] According to
the Texas Rules of Appellate Procedure, the Court of Appeals could accept the claims in Heritage's brief as being true
unless they were contradicted by Bohler. Bohler did not attempt to contradict Heritage's representations that evidence of the
contract had been presented to the trial court. Moreover, Bohler did not dispute that his claims fell within the scope of the
contract's arbitration clause. Thus, the court found that Heritage had made a prima facie case establishing that there was a
valid arbitration agreement. On the issue of the FAA's applicability, the Supreme Court has previously held that an
arbitration agreement will be covered by the Act if it is included in a contract that relates to interstate commerce.[3] Here, as
Heritage shipped the components from Arkansas to Bohler who was in Texas, the required nexus with interstate commerce
was clearly present. Although Bohler did not dispute that the FAA applied to his claims, he asserted that "Texas's policy of
encouraging settlement permits the trial court to refer the case to mediation prior to ordering arbitration." [4] The court
rejected this argument and found that given Heritage had proved the existence of a valid arbitration agreement and its own
finding of a nexus with interstate commerce, the FAA governed the dispute. Under the FAA, once a court is satisfied that a
dispute can be referred to arbitration under the controlling arbitration provision, it "'shall on application of one of the parties
stay the trial of the action until such arbitration has been had in accordance with the terms of the agreement . . .'" [5] While it
was clear that federal law required a stay of trial in this case, it was an issue of first impression whether a trial judge could
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delay disposing of a motion to compel arbitration and compel the parties to mediate. Having reviewed prior Texas cases
holding that a trial court could not defer ruling on a motion to compel arbitration in order to allow completion of discovery,
the court held that the FAA required stay of all proceedings, except those involving threshold issues "like whether the
parties enter into a valid and enforceable arbitration agreement." [6] Finding that an order requiring mediation was not a
threshold issue, the court held that trial court could not delay ruling on the motion to compel arbitration.

[1] In re Heritage Bldg. Sys., Inc., 185 S.W.3d at 540.

[2] See Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C.A. §§ 1-16 (West 1999 & Supp. 2005).

[3] See, e.g., Perry v. Thomas, 482 U.S. 483, 489 (1987).

[4] In re Heritage Bldg. Sys., Inc., 185 S.W.3d at 541.

[5] Id. at 542 (citing Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C.A. § 4).

[6] Id.
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The Uniform Mediation Act: An Analysis of Current State Acts

by Gary Provencher

I. Introduction

In 1998, The National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) set out to draft an act that would
harmonize the mediation process among the states. [1] The members of the Drafting Committee recognized the growing
support for Alternative Dispute Resolution processes around the country, and particularly the process of mediation. [2] The
Committee also realized that there were over 2500 statutes [3] throughout the country that regulated mediation. In 2001, the
Committee adopted the final draft of the Uniform Mediation Act (UMA), a comprehensive set of standards that could be
adopted by individual states, in order to harmonize mediation throughout the country. Since the adoption of the UMA, eight
states: Nebraska, Illinois, New Jersey, Ohio, Iowa, Washington, Utah, and Vermont, as well as the District of Columbia,
have adopted versions of the Act. [4]

This paper identifies the changes each state has made to the NCCUSL UMA, and tries to explain the reasoning behind
these changes and the effects that they might have. In Section II, I set forth the primary provisions of the UMA that have
given rise to divergent state practice. Next, in Section III, I analyze the adjustments each state has made to the Act, and in
Section IV I provide an overview of the most recent state adoptions of the UMA. I conclude in Section V by discussing the
future of the UMA and potential litigation that may arise under the state acts. Appended to this paper are charts illustrating
the key features of each state version of the Act.

II. Privilege Exception Provisions

A. Proceedings Involving Child or Adult Protective Services Agencies (UMA § 6(a)(7))

The NCCUSL version of the UMA contains three alternatives for privilege exceptions involving cases in which a child or
adult protective service agency (CAPSA) is a party. Section 6(a)(7) states:

There is no privilege under Section 4 for a mediation communication that is: (7) sought or offered to prove or disprove
abuse, neglect, abandonment, or exploitation in a proceeding in which a child or adult protective services agency is a
party, unless the:
Alternative A: [C]ase is referred by a court to mediation and a public agency participates.
Alternative B: [P]ublic agency participates in the . . . mediation. [5]

The states that have adopted the UMA have used three different versions of this section.

One way a state may adopt § 6(a)(7) is by omitting both Alternatives. By doing so, privilege will never apply to mediation
communications, "sought or offered to prove or disprove neglect, abandonment, or exploitation" [6] in mediations in which
CAPSA is a party. Another way the state can adopt this section is by adding Alternative A. This is the middle-of-the-road
approach because privilege will apply in some mediations in which CAPSA is a party, but not in others. For example, if the
parties voluntarily agree to mediation, privilege will not apply. However, if a court mandates mediation, privilege will apply.
Finally, some states have chosen to adopt Alternative B. States that have chosen to adopt this Alternative allow privilege to
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exist in the greatest number of cases involving CAPSA, because privilege will always exist as long CAPSA participates in
the mediation, regardless of whether the mediation was voluntary or court-ordered.

B. Mediation Communications Regarding Court Proceedings Involving Felonies and Misdemeanors (UMA § 6(b)(1))

Another issue that must be addressed when comparing the NCCUSL version of the UMA with the acts adopted by the
states is the privilege for mediation communications regarding court proceedings involving felonies and misdemeanors.
Section 6(b)(1) sets out a balancing test to be used for mediation communications made in connection with court
proceedings involving a felony or a misdemeanor. The provision states:

There is no privilege under Section 4 if a court, administrative agency, or arbitrator finds, after hearing in camera, that
the party seeking discovery or the proponent of the evidence has shown that the evidence is not otherwise available,
that there is a need that substantially outweighs the interest in protecting confidentiality, and that the mediation
communication is sought or offered in a court proceeding involving a felony [or misdemeanor][.] [7]

This Section of the UMA has been adopted by the states in a variety of ways. Some states have adopted the NCCUSL
version in its entirety. In these states, a court, administrative agency, or arbitrator will conduct a balancing test to see if
privilege should apply in proceedings that involve both felonies and misdemeanors. [8] Therefore, it is possible for privilege
to apply, or not to apply, for both felonies and misdemeanors. Other states have omitted the words "or misdemeanor" when
adopting this Section of UMA. In these states, privilege will always apply in court proceedings involving misdemeanors, and
a balancing test will occur in felony proceedings. [9] Therefore, privilege will only be exempted in felony cases where the
court finds that "the evidence is not available . . . [and the] need for evidence substantially outweighs the interest in
confidentiality." [100 Furthermore, one state has adopted provisions that exempt privilege in all felony cases and adopted a
provision that allowed the balancing test for misdemeanors. [11] Lastly, some states have adopted privilege provisions that
apply to crimes defined in state statutes, [12] or criminal proceedings in district court.

III. State Statutes

A. Nebraska

Nebraska was the first state to adopt the UMA, introducing Legislative Bill 255 in January of 2003, and formally adopting NE
ST § 25–2930–42 on January 1, 2004. [13] Due to pre-existing state laws and an intricate mediation system already in
place, Nebraska made a number of changes when adopting the UMA. First, Nebraska had implemented a peer mediation
program in public schools and juvenile detention centers in which children act as mediators for disputes between their
peers. Thus, the language concerning the scope of the UMA in schools and youth correctional facilities has been altered in
the Nebraska statute. Next, due to preexisting state laws, Nebraska omitted both Alternative A and B of the NCCUSL
provision regarding mediations in which CAPSA is a party. Also, the NCCUSL balancing test only applies to felonies under
the Nebraska UMA, and thus privilege always exists in misdemeanor proceedings. Lastly, Nebraska requires mediators to
disclose their qualifications regardless of whether or not the parties request the information.

Turning first to Nebraska's decision concerning youth mediations, the NCCUSL UMA does not apply to mediations
"conducted under the auspices of: (A) a primary or secondary school if all the parties are students or; (B) a correctional
institution for youths if all the parties are residents of that institution." [14] The Nebraska law inserts "and the mediator[,]"
[15] after the word parties in both of the aforementioned sections. Therefore, it seems that a strict interpretation of the
Nebraska statute would require the parties [16] and the mediator to be either students, or residents of the facility, in order
for the UMA not to apply. Under such a construction, it seems that a dispute in which both parities are students, or residents
of a facility, that is mediated by a person that is not a student or resident, would fall within the scope of the Act. However,
officials at the Nebraska Office of Dispute Resolution state that this is not how the provision was intended to be read.
Instead, "and the mediator" was added to the statute only to recognize the peer mediation system in Nebraska schools and
youth correctional facilities. [17] Further, the provision could not apply to mediations in which both parties are youths
because children could not be legally bound by the statute or outcomes of mediations without parental consent. [18]
Therefore, although the language of the Nebraska UMA is different from the NCCUSL version, each Act should have the
same effect in practice.

A further difference between the Nebraska statute and the NCCUSL UMA relates to privilege in mediations involving
CAPSA. Section 25–2935(a)(7) states: "There is no privilege . . . for a mediation communication that is sought or offered to
prove or disprove abuse, neglect, abandonment, or exploitation in a proceeding in which a child or adult protective services
agency is a party." [19] This language parallels that of the UMA passed by NCCUSL, however, Nebraska chose to omit both
of the Alternatives found in the NCCUSL Act that would allow privilege to still exist in some cases involving CAPSA.
Nebraska could not have adopted Alternative A of the NCCUSL UMA, because mediations involving child abuse or neglect
cannot be court ordered in Nebraska. [20] Therefore, the only alternatives for Nebraska were either to exempt privilege in
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mediations in which CAPSA was a party, or select Alternative B which allows privilege to exist if CAPSA participates in the
mediation. If Nebraska chose Alternative B, privilege would exist in almost all cases involving CAPSA. Therefore, Nebraska
was faced with a choice to either exempt privilege in all cases involving CAPSA, or allow privilege in nearly all cases in
which CAPSA is a party, and Nebraska decided to omit both exceptions from the Act.

To get a better prospective on the practical effect of exempting privilege from domestic relations mediations, I spoke with a
mediator from the Central Mediation Center in Kearney, Nebraska. [21] I was informed that at the beginning of domestic
affairs mediations, mediators are required to disclose that if the mediator hears or witnesses information evidencing abuse,
they are required to make a report to the proper authorities. [22] In essence, the mediator will take into account the gravity
of the situation and make a decision whether the circumstances necessitate calling on authorities to prevent future abuse.
Interestingly, the mediator may disclose information to authorities regardless of whether they are ordered to, and may do so
against the wishes of the mediation parties. Further, the mediator told me that a court cannot subpoena a mediator to
testify, although they can subpoena records. [23] Thus, although the Nebraska statute exempts privilege for domestic
relations mediations, it seems that in practice privilege may still apply, but the confidentiality requirements are loosened.

During my conversation with the mediator, I also asked if the privilege exception stifled mediation communications, or made
parties more unwilling to mediate a dispute. The mediator told me that there was a screening process in place in which they
speak to both the abused and alleged abuser before scheduling mediation. [24] It is during this screening process that
parties decide whether or not they want to mediate. If they agree, the mediator will bring the parties together and then
disclose that the mediator may report evidence of abuse. The mediator stated that if the parties agree to mediation, the fact
that a mediator may disclose abuse does not affect the mediation. [25] This is because parties do not generally agree to
mediate a domestic dispute if there has been violence in the relationship. Either the abused does not feel safe in the same
room with the alleged abuser, or the alleged abuser is afraid that the abused will "push their buttons" and make them look
bad during the mediation. Further, if the mediator gets the feeling during the screening process that mediation is not the
best dispute resolution method, the mediator will not schedule mediation. Generally speaking, domestic mediations do not
involve serious abuse issues, and therefore, the fact a mediator may report abuse does not have an effect on most
mediations.

Nebraska has chosen to adopt the NCCUSL balancing test for felonies only. Section 25–2935(b)(1) states that privilege
may not exist if a court or arbitrator finds that "there is a need for the evidence that substantially outweighs the interest in
protecting confidentiality, and the mediation communication is sought or offered in a court proceeding involving a felony."
[26] Therefore, under the Nebraska UMA, a court or arbitrator can only decide to make an exception to privilege in
proceedings involving a felony, and privilege will always exist in misdemeanor proceedings.

The last change in the Nebraska statute involves the disclosure of mediator qualifications. Section 25–2938(c) states, "An
individual who is requested to serve as mediator shall disclose the mediator's qualifications to mediate a dispute." [27] This
differs from the NCCUSL version of the UMA which states, "At the request of a mediation party, an individual shall disclose .
. ." [28] Thus, under the Nebraska statute, a mediator must disclose her qualifications regardless of whether or not the
parties request that she do so. This decision was made by the Nebraska Office of Dispute Resolution because it was
concerned about the credentials of mediators. [29] Specifically, the Nebraska legislature was concerned with people relying
on mediators that are not qualified to settle disputes. Since a party to mediation may not know to ask a mediator about their
qualifications, Nebraska felt that requiring all mediators to disclose their qualifications would eliminate, or at least limit,
mediators without the proper credentials.

B. Illinois

The second state to adopt the UMA was Illinois, which first introduced House Bill 2146 on February 11, 2003, and the
Illinois UMA took effect on January 1, 2004. [30] The Illinois statute [31] parallels the NCCUSL version more than that of any
other state. In fact, the only differences in the Illinois statute are the two provisions regarding privilege exceptions and the
omission of the International Commercial Mediation section. With the exception of these revisions, the Illinois statute is the
same as the NCCUSL version.

Regarding mediations in which protective services are involved, Illinois has adopted Alternative A of the NCCUSL version of
the UMA [32] which allows privilege to still exist in some cases involving CAPSA. Under the Illinois statute, you start with the
premise that privilege does not apply to mediation communications "sought or offered to prove abuse neglect,
abandonment, or exploitation in a proceeding in which child or adult protective services is a party[.]" [33] Under Nebraska's
UMA, this would end the analysis, and there would be no privilege. In contrast, Illinois has adopted an exception which
allows privilege to still apply if the "case is referred by a court to mediation and a public agency participates." [34] Therefore,
in Illinois, privilege will be exempt in some mediations in which CAPSA is a party, and privilege will apply in others.

Like Nebraska, Illinois only adopted the NCCUSL balancing test in felony proceedings. Therefore privilege will always apply
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in misdemeanor proceedings, and will apply also apply in felonies, unless other evidence is not available and the "need for
the evidence . . . substantially outweighs the interest in protecting confidentiality[.]" [35]

Overall, the most notable feature of the Illinois UMA is the Act's similarity to the NCCUSL UMA. Illinois made no major
changes to the UMA, and thus it parallels the NCCUSL version more than any of the other first five states to adopt the Act.

C. New Jersey

Assembly, No. 841 was first introduced to the New Jersey legislature on January 13, 2004, and went into effect on
November 22, 2004 as N.J.S. § 2A:23C–1 et seq. [36] New Jersey has adopted Alternative B in proceedings in which state
protective services are involved, thus, privilege still exists in mediations in which the agency participates. [37] The New
Jersey law also replaced the NCCULS balancing test language for proceedings involving felonies and misdemeanors, with
language that attaches the exemptions to a state statute. {38] Lastly, the New Jersey UMA added language that alters the
ramifications of mediator privilege when a mediator violates the disclosure provision. [39]

The NCCUSL and all state UMAs include language that exempts privilege for mediation communications "sought or offered
to prove or disprove abuse, neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a proceeding . . ." [40] when a state protection agency
is involved. Comment 8 to Section 6 of the NCCUSL UMA explains that this may include child abuse, elderly abuse, or
abuse of a disabled person. [41] However, under the New Jersey statute, the exemption only applies to child abuse. [42]
Therefore, privilege will always apply in cases of abuse of the elderly or the disabled.

Another difference regarding proceedings involving state protective services is that New Jersey was the first state to adopt
Alternative B of NCCUSL UMA § 6(a)(7). Under the New Jersey UMA, privilege will still apply in child abuse proceedings if
the Division of Youth and Family Services participates in the mediation. [43] By adopting Alternative B, privilege will apply in
all these proceedings regardless of whether or not a court referred the case to mediation. In sum, under the New Jersey
code, privilege will always apply in a proceeding involving elderly and disabled person's abuse, and will also apply in child
abuse proceedings if the Division of Youth and Family Services participates in the mediation. Therefore, privilege will apply
in more abuse proceedings in New Jersey than in any other state that has adopted the UMA.

New Jersey has altered the NCCUSL UMA language for privilege exceptions in proceedings involving felonies or
misdemeanors. Whereas the NCCUSL UMA contains a balancing test for felonies or misdemeanors, the New Jersey UMA
attached the balancing test to "a court proceeding involving a crime as defined in the 'New Jersey Code of Criminal Justice'
N.J.S. 2C:1–1 et seq." [44] The relevant language in the Code states, "An offense defined by this code or by any other
statute of this State, for which a sentence of imprisonment in excess of 6 months [45] is authorized, constitutes a crime
within the meaning of the Constitution of this State." [46] As the language quoted above indicates, the balancing test for
privilege will only apply in cases where the offense carries a sentence of at least six months.

The last change in the New Jersey UMA concerns violations of the rules of mediator disclosure. The NCCUSL Act requires
mediators to disclose conflicts of interest and remain impartial. [47] If a mediator violates this requirement, they are
precluded from asserting privilege [48] and may be required to disclose information in a subsequent proceeding. The New
Jersey UMA also requires mediators to disclose conflicts and remain impartial. [49] However, violation of this requirement
does not completely preclude the mediator from asserting privilege under the New Jersey statute. Instead, a mediator that
violates these requirements in New Jersey is only precluded from asserting privilege "to the extent necessary to prove the
violation." [50] Therefore, the effects of violations of mediator disclose requirements may be less harsh under the New
Jersey UMA, than under the NCCUSL UMA and the other state acts.

D. Ohio

Ohio, the fourth state to adopt the UMA, first introduced House Bill 303 in October of 2003. [51] The final bill was passed in
December 2004 and the Ohio UMA [52] took effect in April of 2005. Although the Ohio UMA closely follows the NCCUSL
version, there are important differences concerning privilege exceptions for felonies. Further, the Ohio statute specifically
states that a mediator may withdraw at any time.

The biggest difference between the Ohio statute and the NCCUSL version of the UMA concerns exceptions to privilege
when a case involves a felony. Although the Ohio UMA adopted the NCCUSL balancing test for proceedings involving
misdemeanors, O.R.C. § 2710.5 contains two provisions in which a mediation communication is not subject to privilege in
felony cases. First, O.R.C. § 2710.05(A)(8) states that no privilege exists when "the mediation communication is required to
be disclosed pursuant to section 2921.22 [53] of the Revised Code." Further, O.R.C. § 2710.05(A)(9) also exempts a
mediation communication from privilege if:

The mediation communication is sought in connection with or offered in any criminal proceeding involving a felony, a
delinquent child proceeding based on what would be a felony if committed by an adult, or a proceeding initiated by the
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state or a child protection agency in which it is alleged that a child is an abused, neglected, or dependent child. [54]

Thus, whereas the NCCUSL version of the UMA may make an exception for privilege in cases involving felonies if the "need
for evidence substantially outweighs the interest in protecting confidentiality," [55] the Ohio statute has no balancing test
and privilege is exempted in all criminal proceedings involving felonies.

The Ohio legislature adopted § 2710.05(A)(8)&(9) in order to get the UMA passed in the state. The original bill [56]
introduced in Ohio did not extend the privilege exception provisions to felonies, and instead the bill contained the NCCUSL
balancing test for both felonies and misdemeanors. According to Dean Nancy Rogers, who served as the Reporter for the
Drafting Committee of the NCCUSL UMA, [57] supporters of the legislation felt they needed the support of local prosecuting
attorneys, and thus, in order to get the bill passed, they had to include a provision that made a privilege exemption to all
cases involving felonies. Thus, the UMA supporters added § 2710.05(A)(8)&(9) to the final draft of the bill in order to gain
the support of the Ohio Prosecuting Attorney Office. [58] At the time of writing, Ohio is the only state that has a complete
privilege exemption for felony proceedings.

In addition, Ohio also adopted different language concerning privilege in misdemeanor cases. Under the NCCUSL, there is
no privilege in misdemeanor proceedings if "there is a need for the evidence that substantially outweighs the interest of
confidentiality." [59] The Ohio statute replaces this language with the phrase, "the disclosure is necessary . . . to prevent a
manifest injustice[.]" [60] Therefore, the threshold may be higher to exempt privilege in misdemeanor proceedings in Ohio
than it is under the NCCUSL Act or statutes of other states.

Like Illinois, Ohio has adopted Alternative A of the NCCUSL UMA for proceedings in which CAPSA in a party meaning that
privilege still exists in these proceedings if a court referred the case to mediation. [61] However, privilege is exempt for
mediations in which CAPSA is a party, if the parties voluntarily chose to mediate the case.

The last change to the Ohio UMA comes in O.R.C. § 2710.09(E). This section parallels UMA § 10, except that the Ohio
statute adds: "A mediator may withdraw as a mediator at any time." [62] The NCCUSL version of the UMA does not address
this subject anywhere in the text or the Comments to the Act, and thus it is unclear under what circumstances a mediator
may withdraw under the NCCUSL version. Interestingly, the Ohio Act's withdrawal provision was not included in the original
bill. Rogers explains that the original bill did not include a provision for mediator withdrawal based on the reasoning that
withdrawal was permitted unless expressly forbidden. [63] However, Ohio mediators were concerned that silence might be
read otherwise, and thus they lobbied to put an express withdrawal provision in the bill. Due to concern that the bill would
not pass without an explicit withdrawal provision, supporters of the bill included such language. Rogers argues that the
withdrawal provision is "a statement of the obvious." [64] Including a statement of the obvious in a statute can lead courts to
imply a reason for the language that was not intended. For example, imagine a dispute arises in Nebraska when a mediator
withdraws from a mediation. One of the parties feels that he was damaged by the mediator withdrawal and brings a suit
against the mediator. The mediator argues that her authorization to withdraw is implicit in the act. The attorney for the
aggrieved party then counters by citing the Ohio Act, and argues that if the right of withdrawal was implicit in the Act, it
would not have been necessary for Ohio to adopt a provision explicitly stating a mediator may withdraw. Thus, according to
Rogers, the explicit right to withdraw does nothing to protect mediators in Ohio because the UMA implies the right to
withdraw, and therefore, the only effect of the provision is to possibly harm mediators in other states. [65]

E. Iowa

The first draft of the Iowa UMA, Senate File 323, was first introduced to the Iowa legislature on March 9, 2005, and Iowa
became the fifth state to formally adopt the UMA on July 1, 2005. [66] The Iowa version of the UMA [67] is nearly identical
to the NCCUSL version with the exception of an added provision regarding mediator immunity. [68] Iowa has adopted
Alternative A of NCCULS UMA § 6(a)(7), and the Iowa UMA allows for a balancing test regarding whether a privilege exists
in both felony and misdemeanor cases. [69] The main difference between the Iowa Act and those adopted by the other
states is I.C. § 679C.115, which gives mediators immunity from civil liability.

Along with Illinois and Ohio, Iowa has adopted Alternative A of the NCCUSL version of the UMA regarding mediations in
which CAPSA is a party, and consequently, privilege applies in cases, "referred by a court to mediation and a public agency
participates." [70] Furthermore, Iowa is currently the only state to adopt a version of the NCCUSL balancing test that
balances the need for evidence against the interest of protecting confidentiality in the same way for both felonies and
misdemeanors. [71] Thus, whereas privilege will always apply in misdemeanor proceeding in some states, and privilege will
never apply to felony proceedings in Ohio, Iowa is the only state that will use a balancing test in all proceedings involving
felonies and misdemeanors.

The most intriguing aspect of the Iowa UMA is I.C. § 679C.115, which gives mediators immunity from civil liability. The code
states:
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A mediator or a mediation program shall not be liable for civil damages for a statement, decision, or omission made in
the process of mediation unless the act or omission by the mediator or mediation program is made in bad faith, with
malicious purpose, or in a manner exhibiting willful or wanton disregard of human rights, safety, or property. [72]

By placing this provision in the Act, Iowa became the first state to formally recognize mediator immunity from civil liability in
a UMA.

Although many may argue that a provision explicitly giving mediators immunity would be advantageous to the mediation
community in Iowa, some supporters of mediation in other states are concerned by this provision of the Iowa UMA because
courts and states regulate the mediators in their jurisdictions, and thus mediators likely already have immunity. Whether
court or state appointed mediators have immunity is an issue rarely addressed by courts. However, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Sixth Circuit has stated: "The district court found that the mediators [73] serve a quasi-judicial function and
were absolutely immune from damages[.]" [74] The court went on to explain that "[t]he appellants do not norcan they
contest that the mediators serve a quasi-judicial function and should normally be entitled to immunity[.]" [75] At least under
the logic of the Sixth Circuit, court and state appointed mediators already enjoy immunity from civil liability. As such, the only
mediators that are not protected from liability are private mediators that are not affiliated with, and thus not regulated by, the
court or state systems, and these individuals are the only mediators that benefit from an explicit provision giving mediators
immunity. Thus, while at first glance it may seem like a good idea to explicitly give immunity to all mediators, doing so may
not benefit the mediation community as a whole.

F. Washington

Washington became the sixth state to enact the UMA when it formally adopted its version of the Act on January 1, 2006.
[76] Washington chose to adopt Alternative B of the UMA regarding mediations in which CAPSA is a party, and so privilege
will exist in both voluntary and court-ordered mediations when CAPSA participates in the mediation. [77] The Washington
Act also only allows for a balancing test in felony cases. [78] Therefore, privilege will always exist in misdemeanor cases.
Although the Washington UMA is generally in line with the NCCUSL Act, there are some interesting differences. First,
Washington chose to omit language that would exempt certain collective bargaining relationships from the scope of the Act.
Also, the Washington Act includes language that allows a mediator to disclose efforts to schedule a court-ordered
mediation. Lastly, Washington chose to leave out optional language included in the NCCUSL Act regarding mediator
immunity.

Currently, Washington is the only state that omits language that excludes disputes regarding collective bargaining
relationships and collective bargaining agreements from the scope of the UMA. Section 3(b) of the NCCUSL UMA states
that the Act does not apply to a mediation:

(1) relating to the establishment, negotiation, administration, or termination of a collective bargaining relationship;

(2) relating to a dispute that is pending under or is part of the process established by a collective bargaining agreement,
except that the Act applies to a mediation arising out of a dispute that has been filed with an administrative agency or
court. [79]

By excluding this language from its Act, Washington has brought all disputes regarding collective bargaining relationships
and collective bargaining agreements within the scope of its UMA.

Washington omitted the collective bargaining language because local government groups lobbied to exclude Section 3(b)(1)
and (2) from the Act. [80] The reason that these groups wanted to exclude Section 3(a) & (b) is unclear. Comment 3 to
Section 3 of the NCCUSL UMA states that the Section was placed in the UMA "because of the longstanding, solidified, and
substantially uniform mediation systems that are already in place in the collective bargaining process." [81] Thus, it may be
possible that the prior collective bargaining mediation systems in Washington may not have been as solidified as systems in
other states, or Washington may have wanted a uniform system for mediations in all contexts.

Another interesting aspect of the Washington Act concerns mediator disclosure. Under the statute, a mediator may disclose
"efforts to schedule a mediation ordered by a court, administrative agency, or other authority that may make a ruling on the
dispute[.]" [82] It is important to recognize that the provision only allows mediators to disclose scheduling information for
mandatory mediations, and thus, they may not disclose this information if the mediation is voluntary. The provision may
have been adopted because mediators wanted to remedy past scheduling problems, or Washington could have adopted
this language simply as a precautionary measure to ensure that these problems would not occur in the future.

The last significant difference in the Washington UMA is the absence of a provision that requires mediator impartiality.
Mediator impartiality is addressed in § 9(g) of the NCCUSL UMA, and Comment 3 to Section 9 states that the Section "is
suggested as a model provision and need not to be part of a Uniform Act." [83] The Comment goes on to explain that
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although in most cases mediator impartiality is strongly encouraged, there are concerns with statutorily mandating that a
mediator be impartial. [84] Along with concerns mentioned in the Comments, Washington may have chosen not to adopt the
optional language of § 9(g) because mediator impartiality is also addressed in the Model Standards of Conduct for
Mediators. [85]

IV. Recent State Adoptions

At the time of writing, the latest three jurisdictions to adopt the UMA are Utah, Vermont, and the District of Columbia. Below,
I have outlined the most notable changes made by each jurisdiction in adapting the UMA.

A. Utah
Utah was the seventh state to adopt the UMA, when §78–31c took effect on May 1, 2006. [86] Perhaps the most
remarkable aspect of the Utah Act is that it is the first state Act to adopt the International Commercial Mediation provision of
the NCCUSL Act. [87] The only notable difference between Utah Act and the NCCUSL version concerns the privilege
exception for mediations in which CAPSA is a party. Instead of adopting the NCCUSL language regarding CAPSA
mediations, the Utah statute states that "[t]here is no privilege . . . for a mediation communication that is: (9) subject to the
reporting requirements in Section 62A–3–305 or 62A–4a–403." [88] Section 62A–3–305 is Utah's statute regarding when a
person must contact Adult Protective Services, and 62A-4a-403 is Utah's statute for report requirements in cases of child
abuse or neglect. Thus, like the NCCUSL version of the UMA, privilege will not apply in many cases when there is evidence
of abuse toward a child or vulnerable adult. However, whether or not a court must order the mediation for privilege not to
apply is unclear. Although the Utah Act does exempt privilege in many of these cases, it is uncertain whether the Utah
provision is closer to Alternative A or Alternative B of the NCCUSL version of the Act.

B. Vermont

Vermont, the eighth state to adopt the UMA, approved H.33 on May 3, 2006. [89] The only significant change in the
Vermont Act concerns mediations that take place due to mediation provisions included in collective bargaining agreements.
Generally, both the NCCUSL and the Vermont UMA do not apply to these types of mediations, yet the respective Acts do
apply if the mediation has been filed with a court or public agency. However, the Vermont Act states that it does not apply to
mediations that arise due to provisions in collective bargaining agreements when the mediation has been filed with the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service or the Vermont Labor Relations Board. [90]

C. District of Columbia

In addition to the eight States that have adopted the UMA, the District of Columbia adopted a version of UMA [91] on April
4, 2006. In adopting the act, the District of Columbia made two notable changes. First, the District Act exempts certain
consumer complaint mediations from the provisions of the Act. [92] Second, the District did not include the Severability
Clause found in the NCCUSL Act. [93] Lastly, like Utah, the District of Columbia Act also includes the NCCUSL provisions
regarding International Commercial Mediation.

Many mediations arising from consumer complaints are not covered by the scope of the District of Columbia Act if one of
the parties is the complainant. Section 16–4202(b)(4)(C) provides:

This chapter does not apply to a mediation: (4) [c]onducted under the auspices of:
The Office of the Attorney General for the District of Columbia or the Mayor, if the mediation arises from a consumer
compliant under authority of Chapter 39 of Title 28 of the District of Columbia Official Code, and one of the mediation
parties is the consumer complainant.

Although it is not certain why the District of Columbia chose to exclude many consumer complaints from the scope of the
Act, it may be due to intricate consumer protection policies already in place under the District's law.

The second change the District of Columbia made to the NCCUSL version of the Act was to leave out the Severability
Clause. Thus, it is possible that if one provision of the District of Columbia's Act were held to be invalid, the entire Act may
be invalid in the District. The clause may have been left out of the Act in order to allow those with particular expertise with
the Act an opportunity to review how the invalid provision would affect the remaining provisions of the Act.

V. The Future of the Uniform Mediation Act

The rapid response of states adopting the UMA validates the benefits of Alternative Dispute Resolution processes. State
legislators, who see the benefits of mediation, want to maximize these benefits by adopting acts like the UMA which allow
parties to settle their claims on their own terms and cut down on overcrowded dockets throughout the country. However, the
UMA, just as every other law passed, will itself be subjected to judicial scrutiny. Ironically, the Act passed to help people
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stay out of court will inevitably itself be the subject of litigation. In fact, New Jersey courts have already addressed the
balancing test concerning privilege in State v. Williams. [94] The Court in Williams stated, "Because there is a substantial
interest in protecting mediator confidentiality, we must consider defendant's need for the mediator's testimony[,]" [95] and
the court found that "defendant's need for the mediator's testimony does not outweigh the interest in protecting mediation
confidentiality." [96] Although this is only one case in one state, [97] it may foreshadow that the courts are going to protect
mediator privilege unless there are extremely compelling reasons not to do so.

Aside from privilege issues, we can expect to see litigation arising out of other provisions of the UMA. For example,
mediator impartiality, failure to disclose conflicts of interest, and whether a mediator has immunity, [98] are just a few
examples of issues for potential litigation. However, the cases will most likely be few and far between, and in the meantime
mediators will continue to settle hundreds of thousands of case out of court. Further, as states continue to adopt the UMA
and bring uniformity to the mediation process, judges will be able to look at other states to better understand how to
interpret the provisions of the UMA. Uniformity will allow mediators to examine how courts in other states interpret the Act
and this may give mediators a better understanding of how to comply with the provisions of the UMA.

Overall, the UMA has been a huge success. Aside from a few modifications, most states that have adopted versions of the
Act that largely parallel the NCCUSL version. The Act has put mediation on the radar of state legislators, and hopefully we
will continue to see states adopt their own versions in the near future.

VI. State Charts

Issue Nebraska NCCUSL

Scope of the UMA NE ST § 25-2932(b)(4)(A)&(B)
The UMA does not apply to a
mediation conducted under the
auspices of:
(A) a primary or secondary school if
all the parties and the mediator are
students
(B) a correctional institution for
youths or a juvenile center if all the
parties and the mediator are
residents of that institution

UMA § 3(b)(4)(A) (B)
The UMA does not apply to
a mediation conducted under
the auspices of:
(A) a primary or secondary
school if all the parties are
students
(B) a correctional institution
for youths if all the parties
are residents of that
institution

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

NE ST § 25-2935(a)(7)
Absolute Exception
(No privilege)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation

Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

NE ST § 25-2935(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies only

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies [or
misdemeanors]

Disclosure of mediator qualifications NE ST § 25-2938
Mediator must disclose qualifications

UMA § 9(c)
Mediator must disclose
qualifications only at the
request of the parties
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International commercial mediation Not addressed in Nebraska statute UMA § 11

 

Issue Illinois NCCUSL

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

710 ILC 35/6(a)(7)
Privilege still exists if the case is
referred by a court to mediation and
the public agency participates
(Alternative A)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation

Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

710 ILC 35/6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies only

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies
[or misdemeanors]

International commercial mediation Not addressed in Illinois statute UMA § 11

 

Issue New Jersey NCCUSL

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

N.J.S. § 2A:23C-6(a)(7)
Exemption can only apply in
proceeding involving child abuse

Privilege still exists if the Division of
Youth and Family Services
participates in the mediation
(Alternative B)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Exemption can apply in
cases of child abuse, elderly
abuse, or abuse to disabled

Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation

Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

N.J.S. § 2A:23C-6(b)(1)
Balancing test for crimes defined in
NJS 2C:1-1 et seq.
A crime is defined as an offense for
which a sentence of imprisonment in
excess of 6 months is authorized

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies
[or misdemeanors]

Mediator preclusion from asserting privilege due to
failure of disclosure of conflicts of interests, failure
to disclose qualifications, or failure to maintain
impartiality

N.J.S. § 2A:23C-9(d)
Mediator is precluded from asserting
privilege, but only to the extent
necessary to prove violation

UMA § 9(d)
Mediator is precluded from
asserting privilege
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International commercial mediation Not addressed in New Jersey statute UMA § 11

 

Issue Ohio NCCUSL

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

O.R.C. § 2710.05(A)(7)
Privilege still exists if the case is
referred by a court to a mediation and
a public agency participates
(Alternative A)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation

Exceptions to privilege regarding felonies O.R.C. § 2710.05(A)(8) & (9)
Privilege does not exist in felony
cases

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies

Exceptions to privilege regarding misdemeanors O.R.C. § 2710.05(B)(1)
Balancing test for misdemeanors

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for
misdemeanors

Mediator disclosure O.R.C. § 2710.06(B)(2)
Mediator may disclose confidential
information to the extent agreed to by
the parties

UMA § 7(b)(2)
Mediator may only disclose
communications that are
excepted from privilege

Mediator withdrawal O.R.C. § 2710.09(E)
Mediator may withdraw at any time

Not addressed

International commercial mediation Not addressed in Ohio statute UMA § 11

 

Issue Iowa NCCUSL

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

I.C. § 679C.106(1)(g)
Privilege still exists if the case is
referred by a court to a mediation and
a public agency participates
(Alternative A)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation
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Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

I.C § 679C.106(2)(a)
Balancing test for felonies or
misdemeanors

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies
[or misdemeanors]

Mediator immunity I.C. § 679C.115
Mediator immune from civil liability for
a statement, decision, or omission
made in the process of mediation
unless the act or omission is made in
bad faith, with malicious purpose, or in
a manner exhibiting willful or wanton
disregard of human rights, safety or
property

Not addressed

International commercial mediation Not addressed in Iowa statute UMA § 11

 

Issue Washington NCCUSL

Scope of UMA Omits language regarding mediations
concerning collective bargaining
relationships, and collective
bargaining agreements. Therefore, the
act does apply in these situations.

UMA § 3(b)(1)&(2)
Mediations concerning
collective bargaining
relationships and collective
bargaining agreement are
not within the scope of the
Act and, thus the Act does
not apply.

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

RCW 7.07.050(1)(g)
Privilege still exists if the public 
agency participates
(Alternative B)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation

Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

RCW 7.07.050(2)(a)
Balancing test for felonies only

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies
[or misdemeanors]

Mediator disclosure RCW 7.07.060(2)(a)
Mediator may disclose efforts to
schedule a mediation ordered by a
court, administrative agency or
authority that may make a ruling on
the dispute

Not addressed

Mediator impartiality Omits the language of NCCUSL UMA UMA § 9(g)
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§ 9(g) A mediator must be
impartial, unless after the
disclosure of the facts
required in subsection (a)
and (b) to be disclosed, the
parties otherwise agree

International commercial mediation Not addressed in Washington statute UMA § 11

 

Issue Utah NCCUSL

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

UCA § 78-31c-106(1)(g)
No privilege for a mediation
communication that is subject to the
reporting requirements in UCA § 62A-
3-305 or 62A-4a-403

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation

Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

UCA § 78-31c-106(2)(c)(i)
Balancing test for felonies and
misdemeanors

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies
[or misdemeanors]

 

Issue Vermont NCCUSL

Scope of UMA VSA § 5714(b)(2)
Act does not apply to mediations that
arise from disputes pending under a
process set forth by collective
bargaining agreements if the dispute
has been filed with Federal Mediation
and Conciliation Service or the
Vermont Labor Relations Board.

UMA § 3(b)(2)
Dispute pending under a
process set forth by a
collective bargaining
agreement are subject to
the Act if the mediation arise
out of a dispute that has
been filed with an
administrative agency or
court.

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

VSA § 5717(a)(5)
Privilege still exists if the case is
referred by a court to mediation and a
public agency participates.
(Alternative A)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation
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Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

VSA §5717(b)(1)
Balancing test for criminal proceeding
in a district court

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies
and misdemeanors

International commercial mediation Not addressed in Vermont statute UMA § 11

 

Issue District of Columbia NCCUSL

Scope of UMA DC ST § 16-4202(b)(4)(C)
Does not apply to a number of
mediations that arise from a consumer
complaint if one of the mediation
parities is the consumer complainant.

UMA § 3(b)
No exclusion for mediations
arising under consumer
complaints.

Exception to privilege for mediation communication
sought or offered to prove or disprove abuse,
neglect, abandonment or exploitation in a
proceeding in which a child or adult protective
services agency is a party

DC ST § 16-4205(a)(7)
Privilege still exists if the case is
referred by a court to a mediation and
a public agency participates.
(Alternative A)

UMA § 6(A)(7)
Two alternatives to
exception (Privilege still
exists):
(A) If the case is referred by
a court to mediation and the
public agency participates
(B) If a public agency
participates in the mediation

Balancing test for privilege regarding felonies or
misdemeanors.

DC ST § 16-4205(b)(3)(A)
Balancing test for felonies and
misdemeanors

UMA § 6(b)(1)
Balancing test for felonies
[or misdemeanors]

Severability Clause Not addressed in D.C. statute UMA § 14

[1] See Unif. Mediation Act prefatory cmt. (2004).

[2] Id.

[3] See Stephen B. Goldberg, Frank E. A. Sander, Nancy H. Rogers, & Sarah R. Cole, Dispute Resolution: Negotiation,
Mediation and Other Processes 643 (4th ed. 2003).

[4] See infra Sections III–IV.

[5] Unif. Mediation Act § 6(a)(7) (2004).

[6] Id.

[7] Unif. Mediation Act § 6(b)(1) (2004).

[8] See infra Section III(E).

[9] See infra Sections III(A), III(B), and III(F).

[10] Unif. Mediation Act § 6(b)(1) (2004).
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[11] See infra Section III(D).

[12] See infra Section III(C).

[13] See 2003 Neb. Laws L.B. 255.

[14] Unif. Mediation Act § 3(b)(4) (2004).

[15] Neb. Rev. Stat. § 25–2932(b)(4)(B) (2006).

[16] Under U.M.A. § 2(5) and NE ST § 25–2931, a party is defined as "a person that participates in a mediation and whose
agreement is necessary to resolve the dispute." Thus, a mediator is not a party.

[17] Telephone Interview with member, Nebraska Mediation Center Association (Feb. 23, 2006).

[18] No statute explicitly addresses whether an infant can be bound by a mediated agreement. However, the common law
"infancy doctrine" allows persons under 18 to disaffirm their obligations and void contracts. See, Halbman v. Lemke, 298
N.W.2d 562 (Wis. 1980); and Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 12 (1978). The Uniform Commercial Code also gives
infants a statutory defense to avoid liability on a negotiable instrument. See U.C.C. § 3-305(a)(1) (2005).

[19] Neb. Rev. Stat. § 25–2935(a)(7) (2006).

[20] Neb. Rev. Stat. § 43–2904(2) (2006).

[21] Telephone Interview with a mediator that asked not to be named, Central Mediation Center, in Kearney, Neb. (May 3,
2006).

[22] Id.

[23] Id.

[24] Id.

[25] Id.

[26] Neb. Rev. Stat. §25–2935(b)(1) (2006).

[27] Neb. Rev. Stat. §25–2938(c) (2006).

[28] Unif. Mediation Act §9(c) (2004).

[29] Telephone Interview, supra note 17.

[30] See 2003 Ill. Leg. Serv. PA. 93–99 (H.B. 2146) (West).

[31] 710 Ill. Comp. Stat. 710 35/1–35/13 (2006).

[32] See Unif. Mediation Act § 6(a)(7) (2004).

[33] 710 Ill. Comp. Stat. 35/6(a)(7) (2006).

[34] Id.

[35] 710 Ill. Comp. Stat. 35/6(b) (2006).

[36] See 2004 N.J. Sess. Law Serv. Ch. 157 (Senate 679) (West).

[37] See, N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:23C–6(a)(7) (2006).

[38] See N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:23C–6(b)(1) (2006).

[39] See N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:23C–9(d) (2006).

[40] Unif. Mediation Act § 6(a)(7) (2004).

[41] See Unif. Mediation Act §6 cmt. 8 (2004).
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[42] See N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:23C–6(a)(7) (2006).

[43] Id.

[44] N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:23C–6(b)(1) (2006).

[45] See N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:1–9(a)(1) (2006). Generally felonies are offenses that allow for imprisonment for at least one
year. Black's Law Dictionary defines a felony as, "A serious crime usually punishable by imprisonment for more than one
year." Black's Law Dictionary 501 (7th ed. 2000). However, because the 14th Amendment has been interpreted as allowing
for trial by jury for offenses that carry a sentence of imprisonment of at least 6 months, some states have chosen to define
felonies as an offense in which imprisonment is for more than 6 months." See, e.g., Ohio Rev. Code § 2929.14(A)(4)and (5)
(2006).

[46] N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2C:1–4(a) (2006).

[47] See Unif. Mediation Act § 9 (2004).

[48] See Unif. Mediation Act § 9(d) (2004).

[49] N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:23C–9(a)(1) (2006).

[50] N.J. Stat. Ann. § 2A:23C–9(d) (2006).

[51] See 2004 Ohio Laws File 161 (Am. Sub. H.B. 303).

[52] Ohio Rev. Code § 2710.01–2710.10 (2006).

[53] Ohio Rev. Code § 2921.22 is a reporting requirement statute which requires persons to report known felonies. It also
includes a requirement for medical personnel to report gunshots wounds, stabbings, burns, domestic abuse, etc. The
statute also contains a provision that immunizes a person reporting a felony from criminal and civil liability.

[54] Ohio Rev. Code § 2710.05(A)(9) (2006).

[55] Unif. Mediation Act § 6(b) (2004).

[56] H.B. 303, 125th Gen. Assem. (Ohio 2004).

[57] Interview with Nancy Rogers, Dean, Moritz College of Law at the Ohio State University, in Columbus, Oh. (Mar. 9,
2006). Nancy Rogers is known as one of the nation's leading experts on Alternative Dispute Resolution. She served as the
Reporter on the Drafting Committee of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws when the Uniform
Mediation Act was drafted. She is currently the Dean and the Michael E. Moritz Chair of Alternative Dispute Resolution at
the Moritz College of Law at The Ohio State University. Rogers has been instrumental in establishing a national reputation
for the Alternative Dispute Resolution Program at the University, which now ranks third in the nation according to U.S News
and World Report. See Nancy Hardin Rogers, Administration Profile, available at http://moritzlaw.osu.edu/faculty/bios.php?
ID=1 (last visited Nov. 21, 2006).

[58] Id.

[59] Unif. Mediation Act § 6(b) (2004).

[60] Ohio Rev. Code § 2710.05(B) (2006).

[61] Ohio Rev. Code § 2710.05(A)(7) (2006).

[62] Ohio Rev. Code § 2710.07(E) (2006).

[63] Rogers Interview, supra note 57.

[64] Id.

[65] Id.

[66] See 2005 Iowa Legis. Service Ch. 68 (S.F. 323) (West).

[67] Iowa Code § 679C.101–679C.115 (2006).
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[68] See Iowa Code § 679C.106(1)(g) (2006).

[69] See Iowa Code § 679C.106(2)(a) (2006).

[70] Iowa Code § 679C.106(1)(g) (2006).

[71] Iowa Code § 679C.106(2)(a) (2006).

[72] Iowa Code § 679C.115 (2006).

[73] The mediators involved in this case were part of a court appointed mediation panel. The panel hears the dispute than
awards one party a settlement. The other party must reject the settlement within a specified time frame. If the party fails to
reject the settlement the settlement will be seen as accepted.

[74] Mills v. Killebrew765 F.2d 69, 71 (6th Cir. 1985).

[75] Id.

[76] See 2005 Wash. Legis. Serv. Ch. 172 (S.S.B. 517) (West).

[77] Wash. Rev. Code § 7.07.050(1)(g) (2006).

[78] Wash. Rev. Code § 7.07.050(2)(a) (2006).

[79] Unif. Mediation Act § 3(b)(1) & (2).

[80] Telephone Interview, former member of the Washington State Bar Dispute Resolution Section that helped draft the
Washington Act (April 12, 2006).

[81] Unif. Mediation Act § 3 cmt 3 (2004).

[82] Wash. Rev. Code § 7.07.060(2)(a) (2006).

[83] Unif. Mediation Act § 9 cmt 3 (2004).

[84] Id.

[85]See American Bar Association, Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators, available at
http://www.abanet.org/dispute/news/ModelStandardsofConductforMediatorsfinal05.pdf (last visited Nov. 15, 2006). The
Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators were first promulgated in 1994, and were revised in 2005. Id. The 2005 version
of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators has been adopted by the American Arbitration Association, the American
Bar Association, and the Association for Conflict Resolution. Id. A comparison of the 1994 and 2005 versions is available.
See Association for Conflict Resolution, Comparison Document for the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediators, available
at http://www.acrnet.org/pdfs/Comparison_Document_1994_v_August_2005.pdf (last visited Nov. 15, 2006).

[86] See 2006 Utah Laws Ch. 33 (S.B. 61).

[87] See Utah Code Ann. § 78–31c–110 (2006).

[88] Utah Code Ann. §78–31c–106(1)(g)(2006).

[89] See Vt. Stat. Ann. 12, § 5711 et seq. (2006).

[90] See Vt. Stat. Ann.12, § 5714(b)(2)(2006).

[91] D.C. Code § 16-4201–4213 (2006).

[92]D.C. Code § 16-4202(b)(4)(C) (2006).

[93] Unif. Mediation Act § 11 (2003).

[94] State v. Williams, 877 A.2d 1258 (N.J. 2005).

[95] Id. at 1268.

[96] Id. at 1269.
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[97] See also Lehr v. Afflito, 889 A.2d 462 (N.J. Super. Ct. App. Div. 2006). This New Jersey case also mentions the UMA,
and although the Court stated the UMA was not in effect when the dispute arose, it did analyze the privilege provisions of
the UMA and held that the trial court erred when allowing the mediator to testify. Id.

[98] Mediators only have statutory immunity in the Iowa version of the UMA.
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